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MVA7607

MVA7605*, MVA7607* and MVA7609* Locking Hose Clamps
Designed for accessing and pinching off flexible hoses during automotive diagnostics or
repairs, Mityvac locking hose clamps are ideal when servicing cooling, braking, power
steering, transmission and vacuum systems. Two sizes of clamps are available: Model
MVA7607, an 8 in. clamp for hoses up to 1¼ in. (32 mm) diameter; Model MVA7605, a
6 in. clamp for hoses with diameters up to 1 in. (25 mm). Both feature a rounded, nonslip
handle and angled jaws, as well as a unique, self-locking design. May be purchased
individually or as a set (Model MVA7609).
Specifications:

MVA6852* 1.5-Liter Fluid Extractor/Dispenser

The MVA6852 is a simple-to-use, syringe-action tool featuring a large, 1.5-liter fluid 
reservoir, twist-valve and dual-seal piston. A complimentary MVA7218 rubber ATF 
adapter connector is included, allowing connection to MVA5800 ATF refill kit adapters. 
Potential vehicle service uses include fluid transfer from master cylinders, power 
steering fluid and coolant reservoirs, transaxles, diesel fuel filters and cylinders. A variety 
of fluid exchange applications in general industry and marine uses are also suitable.
Specifications:

MVA6851

MV7605 Hose Clamp

This tool works great for clamping flexible coolant, fuel, vacuum and brake lines or 
hoses up to ½" (13 mm) in diameter. It has a unique lever action design with adjustable 
lock for maintaining clamp force at virtually any diameter. The clamp is constructed of 
chrome-plated steel for years of use and has a molded comfort grip.
Specifications:
Weight: 9.5 oz. (270 g)
Size: 1½" x 6½" x ¼" (40 mm x 165 mm x 6.4 mm)

MV7605

MV5910 Foam Mat

This large 12 x 20 in. (305 x 510 mm) cushioned kneeling pad is a super comfortable  
1 in. (25 mm) thick. It is flame retardant and non-absorbent, making it ideal for any time 
you kneel at work or around the shop or home. It also works great as a stadium or boat 
seat cushion.

Specifications:
Weight: 10.6 oz. (300 g)
Size: 12 x 20 x 1 in. (305 x 510 x 25 mm) MV5910

MVA7605

Specialty Tools and Equipment

MVA6851 Fluid Extractor

The MVA6851 Fluid Extractor uses a simple syringe action to quickly and cleanly
extract or dispense fluids into or out of small reservoirs. With a fluid capacity up to  
7 oz. (200 cc), it is ideal for removing used fluids from master cylinders, transaxles and 
power steering or coolant reservoirs prior to bleeding, fluid changes or repairs.
Lightweight and easy to clean, the extractor features a 71/2 in. (190 mm) flexible tube for 
accessing reservoirs and includes a non-drip cap.
Specifications:
Packaged weight: 0.7 lb. (0.32kg)
Packaged size (wide x tall x deep): 11.8 x 2.5 x 2.5 in. (300 x 140 x 230 mm)

MVA6852
shown with MVA7218 
ATF adapter connector

Packaged weight: 2.7 lb. (1.22 kg)
Packaged size (wide x tall x deep): 18.7 x 4.6 x 4.6 in. (475 x 115 x 115 mm)
*� WARNING California Proposition 65: Cancer and reproductive harm.  

www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Packaged weight: MVA7605:  0.2 lbs. (0.09 kg)
MVA7607:  0.5 lbs. (0.23 kg)
MVA7609:  0.7 lbs. (0.31 kg)

*� WARNING California Proposition 65: Cancer and reproductive harm.  
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov




